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Chapter Five: The Playbook

Falling For, With, and After Eve

Part 2: God’s Faith



How to Read, Resonate, and 
Respond

Dear Journal-Artists, 

The Design of Reading & Resonating: 
Highlight parts that you can directly relate to, parts that offer new 
insight, and parts that you want to begin applying in your life. Make 
notes on the margins or use post-its or copy quotes to a separate 
notebook.  Be prepared to share your highlights, notes, and meditate 
on why you have highlighted said parts. 

The Tortoise and the Hare: In the fable of, “The Tortoise and the 
Hare,” the takeaway is slow and steady wins the race. If you get caught 
up on the fact that tortoises and hares don’t communicate with each 
other let alone run a competition together to see who is faster, you 
have missed the forrest for the trees.

Responding: Responding to the text is the act of embracing its 
concepts into practice. The more you share, resonate, and respond, 
the more willing you are able to apply parts that serve you. 
Responding also pulls in, like the law of attraction, your will to action 
in real-time reality.

Additional Notes: This section is designed for you to pull quote 
parts that resonate with you.

Love and Blessings, 
Mingjie Zhai, Author
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>>> 01: The Noble Shadow is Always Good<<<

1. Why is the Noble Shadow considered Good even though it 

reflects the absence of love? 

>>> 02: The Theory of a Lie and a Curse <<<

1. What is the critical difference between a lie and a curse? 

>>> 03: Passions and Pursuits <<<

1. What is the responsibility (job) of the Producer? 
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>>> 04: How do you Break a Curse? <<<

>>> 05: The Shadow’s Hidden Desire<<< 

>>> 06: Eve’s Anti-Curse<<<
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1. How do you break a curse?

1. Why is the Shadow’s Hidden Desire always good?

1. How did Eve (pre-fall Eve) integrate her shadow?

Answers for #1-4  on p. 12 
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>>> 07: True Humility Reveals First<<<

1. If Eve’s true pride is her faith in God and in God’s goodness, then 
what is Eve’s true humility?

>>> 08: A Village for the Villain<<<

1. In context to curse reversals, what is true pride and true humility?

>>> 09: The Truth is Always Good<<<

1. Why is the truth always good?
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1. Eve has two sets of eyes now—the spiritual and the carnal. With 
newfound power of the carnal, what did Eve see in Satan?

2. Why do you feel lonely when you are actually super-connected in 
context to being part of humanity?

3. Why must you respond to the Call to Adventure (and thereby 
your life mission(s))?

>>> 10: Being Called Out<<<

Answers for #5-9 on p. 13 
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2. How did Eve see herself through Satan’s projection of her?

2. Why is it more effect that Eve exposes Satan?

>>11. Face to Face Spiritual Combat<<

1. How did Satan feel after being called out?
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1. How did Eve invert true humility?

2. What were the three aspects of evil in Satan’s temptation to Eve?

>>12. The Sin of Omission<<

>>13. Full Dis-X-posure<<

1. What is the second step of producing an anti-curse?

Answers for #10-13  on p. 14 
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Add Additional Notes Below
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Add Additional Notes Below
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01. The Noble Shadow is Always Good Answer Key

1. The logic behind the existence of the Noble Shadow as good even though it reflects 
the absence of love is that by virtue of the Noble Shadow’s existence, it also 
simultaneously reveals that Love is a choice.

02. The Theory of a Lie and a Curse Answer Key

1. Both a lie and a curse operate from the manipulation of truth, which is in 
essence a lie in and of itself; However, a lie is an inactive curse. It sits there like 
inert, like potential energy, when an object is at rest. A curse is a lie acted out, 
which makes it a “life-lie,” because now the false desire is being acted upon, 
which makes it a false aim. Putting energy into the wrong direction is a curse 
and leads to death, which by definition is the total absence of love. 

03. Passions and Pursuits Answer Key

1. It is the responsibility of the Producer to discern her own Villain’s Passion and 
her own Villain’s Pursuit from her own Hero’s Passion and Pursuit. She must 
become self-aware that she is two sides to the same coin for her to integrate 
her shadow while taking on her own Hero’s Journey. 

04. How Do you Break a Curse? Answer Key

1. You break a curse by creating the inverse and opposite valence statement of a 
Noble Shadow statement. That means, you’ll first have to discern where and 
what your Noble Shadow is, which brings you to the mirror work that needs to 
be done. In The Producer’s Playbook program, we do this through resonate-
editing and boomerang-editing to help the Journal-Artist get closer to the 
Noble Shadows while doing one’s own shadow work. 
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1. Due to the law of polarity, dark is attracted to light and negative is attracted to 
positive, because the shadow desires to return to the integrated state (light and dark) 
and an alchemized shadow desires to return to its noble state. This is also known as 
coming full circle or “The Return” in the Hero’s Journey. 

06. Eve’s Anti-Curse Answer Key

1. Eve’s true humility is compassion for Lucifer: the hope that he will one day return 
from the alchemized shadow state of Satan into the noble shadow state of Lucifer, to 
be like God, knowing Good and Evil, and still choosing Good. 

05. The Shadow’s Hidden Desire Answer Key

1. Eve instantaneously opposed her own Noble Shadow by focusing her eyes on 
God’s Love and God’s Goodness in Love when face to face with Satan as the 
Serpent. In this way, Eve organically produced the Anti-Curse through her 
constant focus on the Sovereign Truth of God’s Love and Goodness.

07. True Humility Reveals First Answer Key

08. A Village for a Villain Answer Key

1. In context to curse reversals, true pride is inverting a projection and true 
humility is opposing a lie. 

09. The Truth is Always Good Answer Key

1. The Truth is Always Good because Grace only works with truths and Grace is 
the critical component in helping the Journal-Artist de-alchemize one’s 
alchemized shadow and return it into its Noble Shadow state. God only works 
with Truth and so when we align our will to God’s will, we are in flow and in 
alignment with our purpose and mission in life. 

2. You feel lonely because it is your task to solve a piece of the puzzle that God 
has entrusted in you in the solving. This is also part of shadow integration.

3. You must respond to the call because Love is always a choice.
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10. Being Called Out Answer Key

1. Eve sees Satan as cunning, manipulative, and powerful. 
2. Eve sees herself as “weak, vulnerable, simple-minded, and easily manipulated” through 

the projection of Satan. 

11. Counter-Shock Answer Key

1. Eve inverted humility by delighting in evil and rejoices not with the truth. 
2. The three nature of evil is 1) the snake is shaming Eve, wanting her to see her 

humility as humiliating, 2) wanting Eve to shift her focus from her true pursuit 
in her own power to the snake’s power in his wily ways, 3) wanting Eve to use 
her gifts for self-serving purposes rather than serving others. 

1. The Second Step of producing an Anti-Curse is to reveal the truth. We do this 
not by calling it out in the other (that’s a form of projection and deflection) 
but to become the embodied mirror the way Fallen Eve became the embodied 
mirror for Fallen Lucifer. 

1. Satan felt exposed, allowing Lucifer to become self-aware of his own duality of 
Satan/Lucifer. 

2. It is much more effective that Eve is calling out Satan’s deception because now 
that she has also fallen, she is in the same state and place as the serpent. 

12. The Sin of Omission Answer Key

13.  Full Dis-X-posure Answer Key
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